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Does age really matter?
M ost people come to yoga when they are young, fit, and healthy. And as our bodies

change with injury and the passing of time, yoga can serve us even more and help us
maintain health and vitality into our golden years. Our practice should change and evolve
with our body’s needs. Yoga can be for everyone.
While age is just a combination of numbers, the phase in which we are in in our lives does
determine our metabolic rate, our energy levels, the type of yoga we choose to do, and
how we manage our health. That is why we need to pick our yoga wisely.

In our 20s…
If you were drawn to yoga then, you
were probably attracted to the fastpaced or high-intensity styles like
Vinyasa, Power or Hot Yoga. These
classes move you fast, go for repetitions,
therefore giving you that cardio workout
beyond yoga.
At this age, you are highly mobile,
craving to move and need a certain
level of intensity to expend the pent-up
energy of building careers and
managing complicated relationships
and finances.
TIP: Enjoy the type of yoga that you do and
make sure key techniques and foundation

are set up properly here so that repetitive
stress injuries will not beset you in future.
Typical injuries are to shoulders and hips if
poses are done incorrectly.

In our 50s and 60s…
We may start to feel a decline in our
energy level and experience long-term
stress-related symptoms in our body. They
could be shoulder or back pain, insomnia
or health issues like blood pressure and
cholesterol issues. As we age and our bone
density decreases, balance may start to
become challenging.

In our 30s and 40s…
Major life events will take place during
this phase. You are probably married and
starting a family or already have a few
kids, need to manage elderly parents
and have a career with greater
responsibilities, and possibly more travel.

An honest view of the state of your health
would determine what yoga to do. If you
have osteoporosis-related symptoms,
jumping back to planks or handstands
may not be your go-to poses. If it is blood
pressure, glaucoma, or vertigo issues, then
having our head lower than our heart may
not be wise.

Time is a luxury you don’t have so yoga
would probably be more opportunistic in
nature and therapeutic and restorative in
purpose. Instead of 90 minute classes,
you may cut down to 60. Your aim would
be to relax, stretch out tight muscles and
iron out those kinks. You probably want
that occasional sweat-out Vinyasa
sessions but a slower-paced Hatha class,
Yin yoga, pranayama and meditation
may start to resonate more.
TIP: Choose your classes accordingly to
your energy levels. Do not push it as
injuries and accidents are likely to occur
when you are not aware. Learn to
balance the yin and yang needs of your
body. Train the mind to accept the new
realities of life.

TIP: Focus at this stage should be on
muscle conditioning to ensure that you are
able to support your own body weight and
balance with your key muscles to prevent
falls. Pranayama and meditation are
recommended to manage life’s
expectations.

Weekly Yoga for Seniors class
with Magali
Every Tuesday
s When:
Time: 11.15am - 12.30pm

Cost: Normal class fees apply
Suitable for those above the age of 60.

